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Abstract

Incremental Learning (IL) deals with learning from con-
tinuous streams of data while minimising catastrophic for-
getting. This field of Machine Learning (ML) research
has introduced several novel approaches and methodolo-
gies for varying configurations. However, academic Con-
tinual Learning setups generally work with well-curated
datasets under predefined conditions, which do not hold for
practical applications. In real-world scenarios, the prob-
lem of ML starts with data collection and curation. De-
pending on the application, different challenges are posed
w.r.t. data management, such as similar objects, unbal-
anced data containing sparse samples, visual artefacts,
digitisation, and camera setup. This becomes an incre-
mentally compounding issue in Continual Learning projects
with data drift and varying conditions. We propose Ac-
tive Data Collection and Management (ADCM), a straight-
forward and effective general framework for data collec-
tion, coreset/exemplar selection, and analysis. A pretrained
Oracle model provides ground truth distribution for the
other model that learns incrementally. We couple ADCM
with traditional ML/IL setups and demonstrate its suitabil-
ity for real-world tasks, such as fine-grained classifica-
tion and anomaly detection. A baseline implementation
of ADCM for Class-IL matches state-of-the-art exemplar
selection strategies, providing an improvement in average
incremental accuracy of 1.5% with Dynamically Expand-
able Representation (DER) and 4.1% with PODNet against
Herding, and 0.8% on old class data against Reinforced
Memory Management (RMM); and shows improved perfor-
mance for general coreset selection. Our code is available
at: https://github.com/Vivek9Chavan/ADCM

1. Introduction

There have been several rapid and significant advance-
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Figure 1. An overview of academic vs. real-world continual learn-
ing scenarios. In this work, we address aspects of data collection
and management, data drift, coreset and exemplar selection, along
with application-specific considerations and the overall efficacy of
implementation.

ments in the fields of ML and Computer Vision [22, 32, 36].
As a result, the performance of the current state-of-the-
art methods surpasses traditional approaches for classifica-
tion, semantic segmentation, and 3D applications, among
many others [13]. In large part, the availability of large
amounts of data and computational resources is responsible
for these breakthroughs [20, 59]. When it comes to indus-
trial and real-world applications, acquiring and processing
large quantities of data poses several challenges, especially
in flexible environments, such as manufacturing [21, 30],
reverse logistics [4, 57] or collecting user-centric data [52].

A major purpose of ML systems in such applications
is to produce accurate results with minimal system down-
time [48]. In that regard, the data must be collected and
curated to capture meaningful features of the target objects
[47]. Controlled industrial applications often deal with vi-
sually similar objects, making classification challenging.
Additionally, data collected by non-experts under strict time
constraints tend to contain persistent issues, such as vi-
sual and contextual clutter, poor lighting, occlusion, ob-
ject truncation, redundancies, and missing context. Getting
the data annotated and sorted by experts proves to be time-
consuming and expensive [34]. Moreover, the availability
of data depends on several intractable factors in the sup-
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ply chain [2, 4, 15, 57]. ML models, after being trained
on curated data, need to be retrained after the newer data
is appended to the dataset. This can either be in the form
of new object classes (Class Incremental Learning- Class-
IL/CIL) or reprocessed data for older objects (Online Learn-
ing or Domain-IL) [58, 66]. This further compounds the
challenges w.r.t. data assessment and management. Recent
works argue that academic continual learning setups do not
translate well to real-world applications, with varying data
streams and computational constraints [14, 28].

This paper brings together the fields of continual learn-
ing, Active Learning and coreset selection to propose a
framework for iterative data collection and curation that
can also be applied to coreset/exemplar selection for in-
dustrial IL (Figure 1). Like Active Learning approaches,
we employ an Oracle. However, in our case, the Oracle is
a pretrained encoder (leveraging the recent breakthroughs
in Computer Vision) that yields an accurate distribution of
the collected data, which is taken as the ground truth. The
Oracle, in this case, is blind, i.e. unlike a human annota-
tor, it does not have access to the class labels, metadata or
intended application. We pair the Oracle with the incre-
mentally trained ML model which provides details about
the task, performance, labels and tags. Such a setup al-
lows extending the Active Learning principle to not just
data selection, but also to digitisation and data collection
in controlled industrial setups, allowing better model train-
ing with limited data. We demonstrate the applicability of
our approach by testing our hypotheses on relevant general-
purpose and application-specific public datasets, addressing
different real-world scenarios.

2. Related Work
Continual Learning is an active field of research that

deals with expanding the capabilities of Neural Network
(NN) based architectures to learn from new streams of data
[17]. NN models often suffer from catastrophic forgetting
when they are retrained on newer data [26, 29]. Van de Ven
et al. [66] classify IL problems into three categories: Task,
Domain, and Class Incremental learning. They argue that
CIL is the most challenging scenario, which often requires
representative exemplars to be stored in a memory buffer
for retraining. Different approaches have been proposed
for enabling CIL; including model expansion [39, 68, 69],
regularisation [23, 40, 55], few-shot learning [18, 64, 73],
among others. Conventional IL research mainly centres
around Convolutional Neural Networks [36, 37] and Resid-
ual Networks (ResNet/RN) [32]. Recently, Transformer ar-
chitectures have been proposed for a multitude of ML ap-
plications [67], including vision [22] and have found their
way into IL research as well [24, 74]. Modern works in-
corporate supervised as well as Self-Supervised Learning
(SSL) for IL. Research on the application of SSL to con-

tinual streams of data has been growing [27, 33, 63]. SSL
pretraining has also been shown to be effective in continual
learning frameworks [10, 25]. Several works on CIL fol-
low the setup as discussed by Rebuffi et al. [55]. However,
computational efficiency and real-world setups for IL have
recently gained increased attention [14, 28, 31, 53].

Coreset Selection and Data pruning have been dis-
cussed in numerous contexts for ML [49, 50, 60, 70, 76].
In the context of CIL, approaches for selecting exemplars
include Herding [55], Mnemonics [41] and RMM [42]. Re-
cent works have also focused on improving memory effi-
ciency for IL [1, 44, 75]. A related field is Active Learn-
ing , which aims to develop ML algorithms that selectively
choose the training data, thereby requiring fewer samples
to achieve good performance [7, 8, 54, 61]. Traditionally,
such approaches involve an Oracle (usually a human an-
notator), who responds to the unlabeled queries and estab-
lishes ground truth for training.

In this paper, we focus on the research gaps between tra-
ditional continual learning setups and their real-world adop-
tion. We argue that the optimisation process for ML should
start during the data collection process itself, which is often
not addressed in research [38, 45]. Additionally, we argue
that depending on the industrial application, the data man-
agement process can be streamlined for object digitisation,
data pruning, coreset selection and analysis. We include
realistic scenarios with varying task sizes for diverse and
fine-grained industrial problems.

3. Methods
Datasets and Setup: We use publicly available domain-

specific industrial datasets for our study. The MVIP [35]
dataset includes multiview image data and application-
specific metadata. The InVar-100 [14] dataset contains in-
dustrial objects captured in varying visual contexts. The
DIMO [56] dataset contains several metal objects taken
with varying orientations, and lighting conditions, and also
contains synthetically generated data for each class. The
MVTec AD dataset [9] includes several cases of anomalies
and defects in industrial setups.

3.1. Real-world Continual Learning Scenarios

Figure 1 gives an overview of an ML implementation in
the industry. ML has emerged as a useful decision-making
tool for part identification, anomaly detection, sorting and
processing. Data collection is a major challenge for real-
world applications and poses a significant overhead in terms
of operating costs and time. Continual Learning hasn’t seen
widespread adoption in such use cases [14] but it promises
to be an effective approach w.r.t. computational efficiency
[28, 53]. This requires data-centric and application-oriented
development, involving data acquisition, analysis, and pro-
cessing in a quick and scalable manner.
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Figure 2. A summary of the ADCM framework. The digitisation and data collection process is analysed w.r.t. the ground truth distribution
from the Oracle. The pruned Coreset D is then used for training. The feature embeddings of the new data are incrementally analysed by
the Oracle, and outliers and redundancies are removed based on the pruning policy (Dp). The IL model provides additional information
about application-based performance and decision boundaries between challenging classes, which is used to append the partial knowledge
of the Oracle. The exemplars for retraining are selected depending on the Memory Policy (Mp) and available buffer Mi. We provide further
details regarding digitisation and memory management in Figures 4 and 8 respectively.

We define data analysis as the process of identifying
general patterns and issues in the data with limited or no
human supervision. Data pruning involves removing re-
dundant data (e.g. similar images) and potential outliers
(poor quality data). Similarly, coreset selection deals with
curating a smaller representative subset of the larger dataset
while maintaining the essential characteristics and structure
[49, 60]. Continual Learning in industrial applications in-
cludes Task, Domain and Class-IL. Following the observa-
tions by van de Ven et al. [66] and the current standard
practice in IL [55], we focus on CIL with non-overlapping
classes as the most challenging scenario. We take image
classification as the benchmarking task. The objective is to
continually obtain a pruned dataset (coreset) D from the col-
lected data. With CIL, new non-overlapping classes are in-
troduced sequentially over training tasks 0, 1...T, each con-
taining new classes C0, C1...CT. The model must be able to
classify the test data from all available classes

∑t
i=0 Ci at a

given phase t (t≤T) of the project.
Conventionally, CIL involves learning from new data

and assessing the feature distribution of all the available
data using proposed algorithms (e.g. Herding) to select the
most relevant samples, which are reintroduced during new
tasks. Depending on the method, the model may struggle
to learn from new data or may find it challenging to retain
learning from older tasks [14]. The problem is exacerbated
for fine-grained problems and data with clutter or other arte-
facts.

3.2. Active Data Collection and Management

We decouple the incremental training problem from the
representation learning problem, thereby mitigating the ef-
fects of catastrophic forgetting on the latter. This allows a
separate, impartial encoder to be used for coreset/exemplar
selection and analysis. Furthermore, conventional Active
Learning works with the available data to select the exam-

ples to label for obtaining the best possible accuracy. We
take this further and argue that there is significant scope for
influencing the data acquisition process itself. In industrial
setups, this may involve designing digitisation stations and
making decisions for choosing camera positioning, lighting
setup and other specifications, which have a significant ef-
fect on the downstream application. Our approach, ADCM
(Active Data Collection and Management) is elaborated in
Figure 2. In other cases, where the data may already be
available can also benefit from our implementation w.r.t.
data pruning and analysis.

Oracle: Conventionally, the role of the Oracle is to la-
bel a subset of the dataset. We modify the role of the Ora-
cle to encode visual data for accurate analysis in relation to
other data samples. The Oracle in this case is a strong pre-
trained model, which allows repeatable use on vast amounts
of data for quick processing. The query posed to the Ora-
cle is to provide a mathematical relation between a given
sample and every other sample in high dimensional latent
space.

Features learnt using SSL have been shown to gener-
alise better to other downstream tasks [11, 16, 62]. We
analyse the features learnt by different state-of-the-art SSL
approaches including MoCoV3 [16], SwAV [11], Barlow
Twins [71], DINO [12], VICReg [5] and VICRegL [6] on
the different datasets. We also study the effect of different
model architectures for a given pretraining method, includ-
ing RN50 [32], Data efficient image Transformer (DeiT)
[65], ViT-B [22], RN50w5 and RN200x2.

Idrissi et al. [34] have shown that ViTs, especially with
SSL pretraining can be robust to transformations and vari-
ances in data. Of particular interest to our work were DINO
and VICRegL. DINO is more sensitive to texture, shape and
occlusion by humans while being more robust against light-
ing, object size, and occlusion by other objects [34]. We
verify this on the InVar-100 and DIMO datasets and find
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Figure 3. Intra-Class distribution of feature vectors from objects
in the InVar-100 (left) and DIMO (right) datasets extracted using
pretrained DeiT-S [12] and downsampled using PCA. The embed-
dings are clustered based on the visual context and object back-
ground. Notably, images containing similar object orientations
also appear closer which is not observed in corresponding embed-
dings from supervised models.

that embeddings obtained from DINO cluster the images
based on the object orientation, shape and lighting. Figure
3 shows the intra-class distribution for images under differ-
ent backgrounds and orientations. The images are clustered
not only based on the background context but also based
on the object pose. For instance, the images gradually vary
from a flat/oval object profile to a circular profile along the
Y-axis. The embeddings from VICRegL also closely match
these findings, however, we find the DINO features to be
objectively superior. Caron et al. [12] show that SSL ViT
features contain information about the scene layout and ob-
ject boundaries, and serve as excellent inputs for zero-shot
k-NN classification. Similarly, VICRegL has been shown to
be effective for classification as well as segmentation tasks.
As a baseline, we take DeIT-S pretrained using DINO as the
pretrained Oracle for our work in this paper (ADCM0).

Data Collection and Digitisation: We demonstrate the
adoption of ADCM for actively controlling data collection
by utilising the shape and texture sensitivity of DINO. The
generalised approach is shown in Figure 4. The objects of
interest may be digitised on a multi-view digitisation station
or via handheld cameras. The collected data is then studied
and sampled based on the saliency of the embeddings with
weak supervision. Adjusting the camera positions, lighting
and other parameters, the Oracle is queried for understand-
ing the relative feature distribution and the impact of the
changes. Thus, the digitisation setup can be actively con-
trolled to influence the ML pipeline. Our tests on multi-
view table-mounted and handheld devices with various fo-
cal lengths (9mm to 50mm) showed identical sensitivity and
adaptability to adjustments. Industrial anomaly and defect
detection is an application where the setup and digitisation
environments are controlled to effectively flag divergence
from a preset output. Studying the sample distribution for
MVTec-AD dataset [9] from ADCM0, we see a noticeable
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Figure 4. Multiview stationary object digitisation, data sampling
and Coreset selection. The operator digitises the object via a digi-
tisation station or a handheld device. The video/image frames are
sampled based on the saliency of feature embeddings using the
pretrained Oracle. Analysis of the sampled data is available to
incorporate explainability into the pruning process. Weak super-
vision is optional and depends on the availability of additional in-
formation to the operator.

clustering of good samples and clear separation of anoma-
lies. As illustrated in Algorithm 1, the Oracle is queried:
If the lighting, camera position, etc, were to be altered by
a factor of X, what is its impact on data collected within
the same setup? And how do the different setups compare,
given the same object samples and labels?

Algorithm 1 ADCM for Anomaly Detection

Require: A set of labelled images {I1, I2, ..., IN} from C
camera perspectives, labelled as Good (G) or Anoma-
lous (A).

1: Θ← {Oracle(I1),Oracle(I2), ...,Oracle(IN )}
2: Smax ← 0
3: coptimal ← null
4: for c ∈ {1, ..., C} do
5: Θc ← PCA(Θ, c, 32) ▷ Reduce dimensions for c
6: µG ← 1

|G|
∑

i∈G Θci ▷ Centroid for G
7: µA ← 1

|A|
∑

i∈A Θci ▷ Centroid for A
8: DG ← 1

|G|
∑

i∈G∥Θci − µG∥2 ▷ Dispersion for G
9: DA ← 1

|A|
∑

i∈A∥Θci − µA∥2 ▷ Dispersion for A
10: Sc ← ∥µG − µA∥2 − α(DG +DA) ▷ Adjusted

separation for camera c
11: if Sc > Smax then
12: Smax ← Sc

13: coptimal ← c
14: end if
15: end for
16: Output: Camera coptimal with separation Smax.

Sampling: We use sampling as a general term for core-
set selection, exemplar selection and data pruning based on
the application and performance of the IL model. As a base-
line, we utilise the feature embeddings θ from the Oracle for
the analysis. We use the Euclidean distance matrix to study
the interrelation between all image pairs within an object
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Figure 5. ADCM0 implementation applied to study industrial data
collection and flag issues w.r.t. anomalies/defects. MVTec AD
dataset is used as the example dataset. This shows how our ap-
proach can be used to actively identify and collect data that is rel-
evant to the ML application in controlled industrial environments.
Top: A 2D downsampled plot showing the embedding distribu-
tion for the classes leather and bottle. Bottom: Examples of good
and anomalous objects. A self-attention map for the last anoma-
lous image for each class is also shown.

class in the dataset and flag similar image pairs that fall un-
der a predefined threshold.

∀i, j Dist(θi,θj) =

√√√√dim(Oracle)∑
n=1

(θi,n − θj,n)2

(1)

We downscale the feature vectors to reduce processing
speed. Based on our observation, reducing the DeiT-S out-
puts from 384 to 32 gave optimal results. The number
of exemplars to be selected for IL depends on the memory
policy and the number of old classes. Similarly, the coreset
can be selected based on the computational requirements.
K-means clustering is employed to identify intra-class clus-
ters and samples closest to the cluster centre are taken as
the representative, as shown in Figure 6. This approach is
useful when a significant data reduction is needed. Other-
wise, the clustering would be unnecessary and expensive,
and the progressive elimination of redundant data (with an
increasing threshold) is more suitable.

Variable Sampling: In case of feature imbalance in the
dataset, we compute a class-wise weight (wi) that is pro-
portional to the feature spread for the class. Using, wi, a
variable cluster assignment Ki is used to select an appro-
priate number of exemplars from a given class i. Figure 7

n = 923 k = 40

Figure 6. Encoded feature vectors for an object from the DIMO
dataset. PCA downsamples the embeddings to 32 dimensions, but
2D plots are shown here for visualisation. Using K-means, optimal
intra-class clusters are identified. The sample point closest to the
cluster centre is taken as the representative image for that cluster.
Thus, the 923 images in the class are reduced to 40 representatives.

n1 = 164 k1 = 11 n2 = 164 k2 = 26

Class 1 Class 2

Figure 7. Variable sampling for datasets with feature imbalance
for InVar-100 U (an artificially augmented (colour jitter, saturation
and rotation) variant of InVar-100 containing feature imbalance
between the subcategories). Both classes have the same number of
original images, but different numbers of exemplars are sampled
depending on the distribution. Related results are in Figure 13.

shows an example.

wi =

∑
j θj∑

i

∑
j θij

(2)

This class weight governs the number of exem-
plars/samples that shall be stored from the given class.
Memory represents the total budget for storing old class
exemplars. During the K-means clustering, the k value is
given as:

Ki = wi ×
memory

numclasses
(3)

Data Quality: The problem of selecting the correct sub-
set of data to improve model performance and robustness
in different scenarios is non-trivial. Our assessment shows
that image data with objects against a clean background
yields the highest accuracy in incremental training over long
timelines; this is in agreement with [14]. We classify this
as good data. Depending on the scope of the project and
the image data, cluttered, out-of-distribution or challeng-
ing data may be unsuitable for training or may represent
an underrepresented visual context. In a continual learning
scenario, when new data is successively introduced, we pro-
pose an expansion of the memory policy to avoid the entan-
glement of features and removal of relevant data as shown
in Figure 8. The data which is not used for IL is archived
and introduced periodically for model testing. The data that
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curation during long project timelines. The memory budget Mi
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Figure 9. Examples from DIMO dataset with three identified re-
dundant image pairs and outliers using our approach. The image
on the bottom left was provided as a seed outlier image based on
which, the other outliers are flagged. These may optionally be re-
viewed by the operator or directly sorted.

the model fails to correctly classify is flagged and reintro-
duced for analysis. Similarly, good data may be added to
the memory based on the requirements. The memory bud-
get Mi thus contains a mixture of different data attributes,
viz. the sampled exemplars (that represents the coreset),
the good data, and the challenging data. We take the un-
normalised distribution from the pretrained encoder as the
ground truth. This approach maintains the standard coreset
and also reintroduces the data that may be incorrectly re-
moved, or can potentially improve model performance and
robustness. Similarly, the distribution change between the
previous data streams (or stored exemplars) and the new
data can be compared for understanding data drift and re-
lated changes.

Human in the Loop: Human control and feedback is
essential for practical implementations. Operators can func-
tion as meta-Oracles to shape the decision-making process.
E.g. the user may flag certain examples of outliers (weak
supervision), based on which, data with similar issues can
be pruned (Figure 9). The redundant samples and outliers
may also be identified and flagged for review.

4. Experiments and Discussion

Setup: We use FACIL [46] and PyCIL [72] toolboxes
along with the open-source CIL implementations with vary-
ing task sizes for our Experiments. A dedicated workstation
is used for all experiments. We use an 80/20 train/val split

for all datasets and use consistent hyperparameters.
Data Collection: The MVIP dataset contains metadata,

camera tags and details for a multi-view setup. We aggre-
gate the embeddings from each camera for different objects,
as shown in Figure 10. It shows the image embeddings for
original uncropped data as well as corresponding region of
interest (ROI) crops. Next, we study the effect of object ro-
tations and orientation [35] on the meaningful information
gain using feature distribution for each view. The under-
lying hypothesis is that clusters with greater variance carry
greater information regarding the object. Based on this, we
prune the dataset to contain only 3 views per class (views
1, 4 and 8) and reduce the data down to 36 images per class
from 120 (MVIP Coreset). If we were to design the dataset
with a limited storage budget, the Camera positions 1, 4 and
8 would be ideal for capturing the most meaningful aspects
of the objects.

Dataset Coreset Size
Coreset

Accuracy
Random
Selection

Full
Training Set

MVIP 11088/38000 77.48% 43.39% 89.4%
DIMO 37600/424000 68.91% 52.11% 94.2%

Table 1. Top-1 accuracy on coreset selected using ADCM with
weak supervision based on knowledge of data collection, com-
pared against random sampling and the full dataset. ResNet-18
was trained from scratch on the data. The coresets significantly
outperform their random counterparts.

Coreset Selection with Weak Supervision: With the
DIMO dataset, we employ our approach to curate a coreset
containing an approximately equal number of real and syn-
thetic images. Additionally, the data was weakly supervised
to contain images from different lighting conditions, poses
and orientations. The resulting coreset contains only 8.8%
of the original training data (DIMO Coreset). A ResNet18
model was trained from scratch on the MVIP and DIMO
Coresets. For comparison, we randomly select another sub-
set of the datasets of the same size. The average test ac-
curacy for the two cases is given in Table 1, along with re-
sults on the full training set. The results on the coresets are
34.09% and 16.8% better than a randomly chosen subset.

Exemplar Selection for IL: Figure 11 shows the com-
parison of our approach against Herding [55] and Figure 12
compares it against RMM [42], both for InVar-100. We test
the approaches using PODNet [23], FOSTER [68] and DER
[69] for Herding and using POD-AANet [40] for RMM.
Constant as well as variable task sizes were introduced to
simulate realistic scenarios. A constant limit of 20 exem-
plars per class was applied for all tasks for an impartial com-
parison. Our approach outperforms Herding by a statisti-
cally significant margin in all tested use cases. ADCM0 out-
performs Herding by 1.4% on the DER implementation and
by 4.1% on PODNet. It outperforms RMM by 0.8% w.r.t.
performance on old classes. The improvement is due to the
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Figure 10. An example of data collection and curation using available metadata: Analysis of data from different views of the MVIP dataset.
Each colour represents a different camera view. (1.) Uncropped image embeddings. The label locations correspond to the cluster centroids.
(2.) Corresponding ROI crop embeddings (3.) Analysis of the variance of object rotations captured by various views. (4.) Coreset with 3
views. Corresponding comparison between the coreset, random selection and full dataset is given in Table 1.
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Figure 11. Top: Comparison of our approach (ADCM0) against
Herding using PODNet and FOSTER CIL implementations. Bot-
tom: Our approach vs. Herding for constant (left) and varying
(right) task sizes using the DER implementation.

exemplars being more representative of the underlying class
distribution. In Figure 13, we compare the performance
on ImageNet-Subset using DER and on InVar-100U using
PODNet via variable sampling strategy. ADCM0 matches
and outperforms the other approaches because the Oracle
provides more accurate feature embeddings throughout the
incremental tasks, whereas Herding and RMM use the IL-
trained model.

Anomaly Detection. We study ADCM0 for data col-
lected on a digitisation station in our lab. The setup had
7 RealSense cameras mounted at different locations. 16
similar metal plate objects were digitised and annotated (8
good, 8 anomalous), with fine scratches or marks serving as

ADCM0 (Ours) RMM
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Figure 12. Comparison of our exemplar selection approach against
RMM using POD-AANet implementation for all classes (left) and
a breakdown of performance on old and new classes (right).
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Figure 13. Left: Comparison of our exemplar selection approach
against Herding using DER implementation for ImageNet-Subset.
Right: Comparison of our variable exemplar election approach
against Herding on InVar-100U with PODNet. ADCM0 yields
state-of-the-art results for varying scenarios and setups.

anomalies. Using the process outlined in Algorithm 1, we
identify Camera 3 as the optimal configuration, given the
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Camera 2 Camera 3 Camera 6

Figure 14. A comparison of the data collected from different perspectives in a challenging real-world environment. We use the approach
outlined in Algorithm 1 to accurately identify the optimal perspective (Camera 3). The images show a 2D downscaled representation of
the embeddings for good and anomalous objects. The data collected for this experiment will be made available.

data distribution, lighting conditions and available labels.
Figure 14 shows the distribution from different setups.

5. Ablation Study and Comparison
Pretrained Oracle: We limit the focus of this paper to

smaller model architectures (equivalent to ResNet50) as an
Oracle to accommodate diverse deployment scenarios (e.g.
on-device learning, resource-constrained systems). Addi-
tionally, the pretraining data is limited to ImageNet-1K for
ADCM0. Recently, several works have proposed larger
model architectures [3, 19, 43, 51] with more pretraining
data [6, 51]; and generally report better results on down-
stream tasks. Table 2 gives a comparison of different Or-
acles for coreset selection using k-means clustering. A
ResNet18 model was trained from scratch on the sampled
data to study the efficacy of each Oracle. Larger models
or greater pretraining data do not offer significant improve-
ment over ADCM0. In general, we note that the pretraining
approach has a greater impact on the quality of feature dis-
tribution produced by the Oracle than the model architec-
ture or size. For instance, ResNet50 pretrained using DINO
on ImageNet-1K also shows shape and texture sensitivity as
shown in Figure 3 for DeIT-S.

Computational Footprint: K-means clustering tends to
be the computationally intensive factor, especially when im-
plemented in higher dimensions for ADCM. For our im-
plementation, we use k-means for 100 iterations on down-
sampled data, with a computational complexity of O(100 ∗
k ∗ n ∗ d +min(p2n, p3)), k being the number of clusters
(and exemplars), n is the number of data points, d is the
number of dimensions (32), and p as the original feature di-
mension (384 for DeiT-S). Our approach was comparable
to Herding in terms of the time required to process the data
and compute requirements.

6. Conclusion
We introduced a general framework for Active Data Col-

lection and Management for real-world IL. The approach
lends itself to data collection and pruning, coreset/exemplar

Pretraining Oracle #Param #GMAC Stanford MVIP InVar DIMO
Method (M) Cars -100
Random - - - 55.0 35.1 48.7 27.0
Supervised RN50 25.6 4.1 51.3 45.2 52.3 34.3
BT [71] RN50 25.6 4.1 58.1 46.9 54.4 36.8
VICRegL [6] RN50 23.5 4.1 52.9 48.9 61.8 38.9
VICRegL [6] CXL* 23.5 4.1 57.5 48.5 58.32 39.0
DINO [12] DeiT-S 21.7 4.2 61.6 48.6 60.2 39.7
DINOV2 [51] DeiT-S 21.7 4.2 61.2 47.9 60.5 40.5
SwAV [11] RN50w5* 586.5 99.9 58.08 49.0 60.5 38.1
VICReg [5] RN200x2* 250.1 59.9 57.41 43.1 52.6 36.4
MoCo v3 [16] ViT-B* 85.7 16.9 59.23 44.6 58.8 35.2
Full Dataset - - - 88.1 89.4 90.8 94.2

Table 2. Comparison of Top-1 accuracy (%) results obtained by
selected samples using different pretrained Oracles (20 images per
class). ResNet18 model was trained from scratch on the coreset.
(* denotes a larger encoder)

selection and analysis. The pretrained Oracle provides
ground truth feature distribution for the data, using which,
we decouple the incremental training from the represen-
tation learning task. A simplified baseline established in
this paper- ADCM0 (DeIT-S Pretrained using DINO as the
Oracle, using k-means for sampling) matches the state-of-
the-art performance w.r.t. exemplar selection for CIL, and
proves to be effective for general corset selection. The con-
jecture was that optimising the feature distribution from the
Oracle embeddings would also lead to better meaningful
information gain and translate to better learning and per-
formance. We demonstrated the efficacy of this approach
for controlled industrial cases, such as fine-grained cate-
gorisation, anomaly detection, camera setup, and general
data management. ADCM can be extended and modified
to include other Oracle setups and sampling strategies. Our
work encourages further research and adoption of IL.
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